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couple of months have forced us to dig deeper into the lessons
we've been taught over the years and take a stand on what we
actually believe in. While it might be easy for some, it might put
our loyalty for certain brands and traditions to test. Let's make it
easy for you- let your intuition do the work, let your body tell you
what it needs and leave the rest to the mirror. What else do you
need? We're coming across more designers everyday who want to
put in the extra effort of getting far fetched textiles that are both
sustainable and rare, making sure their products, and garments are
durable and get the love and care they need, and taking the time to
help you find exactly what you love. I think it is one of the greatest
parts of my job that I get to interact with the people who are
indeed making a difference, thinking of all the ways that are
doomed impossible and turning them into easy targets. 
They motivate us to keep going in the direction we've chosen,
making it easy to take the first step every day. I sincerely hope you
find your inspiration somewhere between the pages!

E DITOR'S 
OTEN

 If change is constant and inevitable then
we shouldn't be taken aback by the
changing outlook towards fashion and the
incoming of the new, age-old values of
sustainability. It is said that fashion is the
mirror that reflects the times. The last 
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Upcycling  can be a
way of life, all you

need is some 
RE-fash

REFASH is a platform for upcycled fashion and accessories.
They feature and retail collections of designers, brands and
creative artisans who produce new, contemporary pieces of
fashion out of pre-loved materials.

What started your upcycling journey? What was the first DIY
project you undertook yourself?
My earliest brush with upcycling was seeing my
grandmother upcycle things all the time, as seen in the elderly
around us. For them, it's always been a way of life, and that is
something I grew up with. However, somewhere in the last
2-3 decades, this idea of upcycling my clothes had gotten lost.
As consumers, we started buying more than we needed and
preserving less, normalising a consumption pattern that was
neither healthy nor satisfying.In 2018, I re-discovered the
magic of this beautiful technique when I attended an
upcycling workshop. That's what really got me started! I still
get excited every time I discover a new refash'd project or a
new designer creating upcycled products - they are so
unique and beautiful! I began with upcycling my husband's
shirt into a crop top for myself, and the journey has been on
ever since.

IN CONVERSATION WITH FOUNDER, AKANKSHA 
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Anything can be turned into a new, more useful product once you get your
creative juices flowing - so, don't hesitate, just try it!

Start with something basic. For example - pick up an old dupatta with a
beautiful print and upcycle it into a kimono.

Instead of looking at a piece as waste, try to look at it as a resource and
watch where your imagination takes you. It's all about changing your
mindset

"We hosted an event in January of 2020. It was an upcycling service at a
sustainable fashion exhibition in Mumbai. We had a curated collection of
around 30 pre-loved sarees, which a customer could choose from to pick a
print they liked. The saree was upcycled into a kimono/scarf
/potli/scrunchie within half an hour at the exhibition for the customer!"

Where & How
t o  s t a r t



Daybook

A  photo series;
conceptualised and

photographed by
Janani Venkateswaran

Janani Venkateswaran
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        THE
WARDROBE
FROM

TOTHE DESK

Your wardrobe gathers dust, and
you reassure your clothes for the
umpteenth time this lockdown
that you will take them out for a
dinner soon enough. An old
dupatta flutters in the
background as you plop yourself
in front of the screen and set
yourself a personal goal- to
understand the storyline of Dark.

A lot of us suddenly find ourselves
charged with creative restlessness
(or with a little too much time on
our hands.

Upcycling and recycling
clothes and jewellery might just
be one of the few ways to breathe
some fresh air into your
seemingly colourless life.
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The Pareto Principle in economics further simplifies your motive to do so; it reveals how
80% of the clothes in our closet get worn only 20% of the time, meaning that we tend to
wear our same old favourites over and over again. 

And because most of us refuse to give away
the unused clothes owing to an
unfathomable attachment towards them, we
found new ways to put them to use before
they vanish into the blue (thank you, mother).
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NOW        DO IT
 YOURSELF

So pick up a two and a half metres of beauty from your closet and make it
your model. Take it out for a walk, go for a run or use it to practise your
pleats. And if your mother permits, use it to redecorate your new workplace-
your home; upcycle it as a rustic study-table cover, cut it out to make cute
coasters for your many cups of coffee, or make it your m.o.m-turned-doodle
diary’s homemade book jacket.



sanahsharma.com
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Model: Kayla Green;
Photographed by Brytt Hamilton

Model: Kayla Green;
Photographed by Brytt Hamilton
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Model: Kayla Green;
Photographed by 
Chelsea Green

Model: Kayla Green;
Photographed by 
Chelsea Green



by Chandelle
"A really emotional piece but I'm

glad I stuck through it"

by Sophie Magern
Illustrated in support of the Black Lives Matter
movement with the idea to keep the movement
alive and strong. 

by  Chris Dessau
"We treat racism like a fad instead of a

disease that eradicates millions of
people" - Katharine J Igoe

ARTARTART



by Michelle Johnson
During the month of May, we had a terrible tragedy in the black
community. Cities all over the word came together in protest. I
wanted to do something more to help so I created some art and
sold it on my Instagram art page. Every print purchased, 100%
of the proceeds went to the Black Lives Matter foundation.
Together, we can make a difference.

by Manal Mirza
To mock 'Fair & Lovely's big reveal, a sincere

attempt by Manal to raise awareness about the
glorified naming of products that results in little to

no actual change; and stand against the idea of
colourism.

by  Chloe Freli
To support the #SayHerName camaign, Chloe
illustrated 'Justice For Oluwatoyin Salau'
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1.Chindi Handbag
Azure REFASH

2. Turquoise howlite
pencil earings Gaea

3. Sienna Sky Blue hat
ARTESANO

  4. Victorian drape
skirt/dress SANAH

SHARMA
5. Royal Blue Bodysuit

AMOROSO
6. Block C Dress

SANAH SHARMA



Jacket
Story1

Jacket
Story

2

3

4

5

6

1.Double Maratho 3D
Printed Earings ALKISTIS
2. from the Sashay Away
campaign esther bancel

3. Indigo Sara Jacket
REFASH

  4. Polar Grey Akara Tote
Studio Beej

5. Cobalt Porto Sandals
ARTESANO

6. Reversible Jacket
'Moongarden'

Khala



dress up!

Roraima B-
Mesh

Nautico
Oxford

Grey Butter
SoleVeja

Upcycled
Mari Dress

SANAH
SHARMA

Mini Satchel
ARTISTICTH

Checkboard 
Dungaree Dress 

WildDaisy

Capricious
Calm Side 

Shift
Dress
Niraa

Sambu Corfu 
Dress TOAD&CO

Sand/ Aqua
Bahia 

Bag
ARTISTICTH

Lapis Lazuli
Cactus 
Pendant
Gaea







M A L E  K P O P
I D O L S  E D I T I O N

B R E A K I N G  G E N D E R  B O U N D A R I E S  I N  F A S H I O N

by Afreen Zaki
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Initially, idols were seen having a softer look with just a touch of foundation
and maybe a little mascara, but recently, they have been seen trying on
bolder looks with dark eyeshadow and lipstick. Male idols often seem camera
shy when bare-faced and feel more confident with their dab of daily makeup.
However, one idol brought out this conversation to the forefront with his
show called “Lipstick Prince.” Heechul, a member of Super Junior, started
this show in hopes of showcasing how men’s makeup can be attractive too.

The show also allows men to openly learn about fashion, marketing and
makeup and helps them gain confidence in themselves. People from all over
the world, especially western countries, often shame these celebrities for
wearing makeup and even make jokes about how there is no difference
between the men and the women. However, these idols continue to break
their gender norms and open up a space for heterosexual men in the fashion
and make up industries.
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Apart from makeup and long
hair, another trend which
seemed to take over the k-pop
fashion industry popularly
came to be known as the “soft
boy phenomenon.” This trend
revolved around the inclusion
of pastel colours and floral
patterns into men’s fashion,
and essentially led to the birth
of using the word “pretty” for
both genders. K-Pop band
Seventeen’s main dancer, 

Minghao (stage name: The8),
became widely popular for his
indulgence into this trend. He
was often seen sporting
clothing with adventurous cuts
and soft designs showing off his
long legs and runway features.
Minghao soon became the
poster boy for fashion
magazines representing the
flowery look and also created
his own instagram page which
often portrays his styling tips
and outfits.

Many k-pop idols have been known to be pushing the boundaries of heteronormativity
and masculinity and another such idol is Nu’est’s youngest member, Ren. Ever since their
debut, Ren has not only sported long hair, nail polish and lacy outfits, he has also
participated in modelling for female magazine’s pulling off various dresses and skirts. Ren
is often known for his stunning fluidity with the conventional rock-hard abs but also
having those runway legs that can put any model to shame. Namjoon, Taehyung and
Hoseok (members of BTS) were also often seen wearing skirts, not only for a magazine
shoot but they also incorporated such a style into their  casual outfit to the airport. Often
styled with tight parts under, these members were seen wearing skirts of various types,
pulling it off with ease and proudly showing off their look.

C O C H È R E  A U G U S T  2 0 2 0  |  3 1
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Eat When and how did you start food blogging?
The food blog was a result of my “mini mid-life crisis”! I
stopped and reflected on who I am and what is important too,
after which I realised that my dreams and ambitions were
taking a backseat. That’s when I realised that plant-based food
and eating sustainably were of high importance to me. This
gave birth to my blog, ‘The Little Plantation’, in May 2014. My
aim was to share simple, delicious plant-based recipes to
inspire people to try meals that didn't include eating animal-
based protein. I knew that if I preached about it, it would fall
on deaf ears, but showing some drool-worthy images of plant-
based foods might convince a sceptic carnivore or two to give
my buddha bowls a try. I learned that I loved food
photography much more than I enjoyed developing and
writing plant-based recipes, and transitioned into food
photography full-time in the summer of 2016. It is one of the
best decisions I have ever made.

GETTING  ON  THE  INSIDE  OF  FOOD  THAT  

TASTES  GOOD  AND  LOOKS  GOOD ,  WITH

CaptureShare

What do you have to say about veganism ?
I personally try and stay away from the term vegan. Though it
is comparatively a more tangible term than “plant-based”, it
does not actually describe my lifestyle particularly well. Being
vegan means avoiding animal-based protein, not using leather
and other materials made from animals, avoiding cosmetics or
medications that have been tested on animals and so on. It
fails to actually describe what you really DO eat.
In contrast, eating
a largely whole
food plant-based
diet, as I strive to
do, implies that
you try and eat
plant-based foods
in their whole
form, usually
steering away from
processed ones.
Eating a whole-
food, plant-based
diet is that it makes 
me personally feel empowered and gives me a sense that I am
contributing in the best way that I can to reducing my impact
on global warming. It also just tastes amazing!

KIMBERLY ESPINEL
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Why do you think food that looks good, matters?
Human beings enjoy visual perception! This realisation
actually led to me shifting from solely sharing plant-based
recipes to delving deep into the art of food photography. With
the emergence and rise of social media, we've become even
more visual. It is imperative to promote a cause that is
beneficial for the planet, our bodies and the animals we
coexist with, in a manner that will catch the eye of the
audience. 

How to practice food photography at home during the
lockdown?
I host a food photography challenge every season called
#eatcaptureshare where I set food photography challenges
and share various food photography and food styling tips for
beginners, as well as those who have been taking pictures of
their food for some time. I can wholeheartedly recommend
that as a starting point.

In the Autumn of 2018 I started the Eat Capture
Share podcast where I began sharing content
about food (eat), photography (capture) and social
media (share). I usually tap into topics my
audience demands, answering questions such as
'how to grow your Instagram audience', but I also
look at broader issues affecting content creators
within the food industry and issues surrounding
food itself. For example, I've done an episode on
eating disorders within the vegan food space, an
episode about food access in underserved
communities, as well as an episode about eating
sustainably.It's been a joy to share the podcast,
despite the hard work involved and I'm just
starting to prep for season 4.

KIMBERLY  ESPINEL ,

@thelitt leplantation

Vegan  Food  Blogger ,  

Food  photographer  and  styl ist ;

Podcast :  @Eatcaptureshare

Check  out  her  e-courses  and  take

part  in  the  ongoing  photography

challenge  #eatcaptureshare

www .thelitt leplantation .co .uk





VEGAN  BROWNIES

AQUAFABA FROSTING

3tbs  water  +  1tbs  ground  f laxseeds1  

1 /2  cup  (190g )  plain  white  f lour

1  1 /2  cups  (300g )  sugar

1 /2  cup  (40g )  unsweetened  cacao

powder

1tsp  baking  powder

1 /2  tsp  salt1  

1 /4  cup  (300ml )  unsweetened  vegan

milk  ( I  used  almond  milk )

1 /2  cup  vegetable  oil  ( I  used  r ice

bran  oil )  

2tbs  vanil la  extract

1 /2  cup  (85g )  dark  vegan  chocolate ,

roughly  chopped  ( I  used  70% dark

chocolate )

120ml  aquafaba  

2tbs  maple  syrup

120g  vegan  chocolate  ( I  used  70%

dark  chocolate )a  good  pinch  of  salt

+ extra  to  garnish

Check out the full recipe at
www.littleplantation.co.uk

To be the first to hear about
Kimberly's new book on Food

Photography, join her mailing  list.
www.thelittleplantation.co.uk/blog/th

e-reality-of-writing-a-book
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Vintage  Collection 
The Local 

Vintage
It was something I had been planning to do for

a while- to take a break from the busy life that

comes with working in the fashion industry

and think about what I wanted to do next,

consciously and responsibly. It probably was

my love for fashion and the slow small-town

life that really brought this idea to fruition.

@shopthelocalvintage



CLASSIC&Everyone is slowly realizing the impact fashion has on our planet and are trying to bring

about a change in their consumption.



TIMELESS&

Something like a 90s satin shirt, an 80s secretary blouse or vintage denim can easily be

incorporated into the contemporary wardrobe.



amorosoclothing.com



SUMMER
COULDBEOVER
BUTYOU'RE

NOTGOINGTO 

WATCHIN' 
S T O P

M O V I E S
So, here are a few reccommendations by CINAFEMMES 

@ C I N A F E M M E S _



2OTH
CENTURY 
WOMEN
The 70s were all about sex, drugs &
rock’n roll right? Maybe so, but for
our protagonist Jamie, 1979 is the

year that changed his life. Dorothea
Fields is a modern woman of the 20th
century  that tries to keep up with the

decade and her fastly growing 15
year-old son Jamie. When Dorothea
realizes she needs help raising his

son, she turns to her tenant Abby and
Jamie’s best friend Julie.  Together,

they help him see life through 3
different lenses to make him a better

person. The film has a nostalgic
feeling that is sentimental and

precious. It takes you through a
childhood you’ve never had but

somehow experienced.





You’ve most likely heard about this movie and

rightfully so, the film was truly in its own

league.The story unravels in an elusive village

in Sweden, where a group of friends finds

themselves staying for the summer. What

starts out as what the characters believe to be

traditional midsummer celebration, of which

the group chooses to take part, quickly turns

into gruesome ritualesque manslaughter. What

brings the movie to the success it reached, is

indubitably the juxtaposition of the classic

horror movie gruesomeness paired with the

light and vibrant colors that encapsulate the

scenes. Unprecedented is the visual stimuli of

the film, the very story becomes secondary to

the grand visual effects and carefully crafted

homologous aesthetic.

MIDSOMMAR
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Sean Baker employs a
colour palette straight
out of a candy store."

"
THE FILM'S VISUALS, IN FACT, STICK OUT 

BECAUSE OF THE NAUSEATING VIBRANT HUES, 

THAT CREATE A DREAM-LIKE WORLD.

A beautifully poignant film exploring the reality of lower-class

America. Moonee lives with her unemployed mother in a motel

just behind the Magical land of Disney. Despite this, the motel is

everything but magical, or it would be to anyone but a six-year-

old, where the audience and the adults in the film see the motel

for what it is, to Moonee and her friends the motel is a magical

ground for their never-ending adventures.
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Let’s throw it back to the eighties, now you’ve most
likely heard of this cult classic, but the question is
have you given it a chance? Dirty dancing is one of
my personal favorite eighties movies. The film sees
Baby reminiscing about a summer in the sixties,
where  she had met and subsequently fallen in love
with her holiday resort’s dance instructor.

What I think makes this movie a
worthy watch and a stand alone
compared to other 80s rom-coms is
Baby's character. The film is
lighthearted and fun but also portrays
Baby as it’s own person outside the
relationship, which isn’t always the
case in romantic movies. Subtly the
film discussed a variety of themes that
at the time rarely graced the
American-screen such as abortion,
sexual assault, all under the disguise
of musical performances.

If you are looking to watch a great foreign movie, take a look at this Mexican coming-of-age
comedy/drama. Tenoch and Julio’s life is about to change forever after they take a summer trip
with an older woman Luisa. The two best friends explore each other, themselves and the world
around them. Don’t let  its teenage eroticism fool you thinking this is a purely sexual movie
because underneath it all, you will discover darker layers of the movie that adds realism.
This is one of the most interesting movies I have ever seen mainly due to its motifs,symbolism
and narrative.



Safe To Try 
At Home

If you watch Netflix as much
as the average person does,
there must have been many
instances where you've set 

 eyes on an outfit and thought,
“Hmm, I want to wear that”

More often than not, a few basic pieces such as T-shirts, mom jeans and denim
Jackets aid in recreating the aesthetic of your favourite character. However,
when it comes to recreating outfits, it’s not always easy to find the right piece
with the perfect fit. Even thrifting and upcycling can only take you so far in
finding the perfect outfit with a near-perfect silhouette. Cue the entry of a tailor,
a designer who can tackle the simplest alteration and take on your biggest
fashion project and bring it to life. Tailors now go underappreciated and unseen
due to mass production, but they can bring a personalized touch with a few
alterations to create a masterpiece from even the most basic of clothing. Get in
touch with your local tailor and they can help you recreate any look your heart
desires. To make things easier, here are a few shows and movies that can
influence your style and bring current trends to your wardrobe.

STRANGER THINGS

Call Me By Your Name

Kabhi Khushi 
Kabhi Gham

by Dharshini Kannan



look to life with chic summer dresses,
sweaters and A-line skirts. 

With 80’s nostalgia on the rise, this supernatural
show set in a small town in Indiana, captures the
funny and chaotic lives of 4 young boys and their
uniquely gifted friend who set out to solve the 

Bright colours, 
Pastel tones and

abstract prints are
just a few elements

that the show revisits
through its 
wardrobe.

mysteries their town holds. The show
captured audiences of all ages with
memory plays such as Dungeons and
Dragons and age-appropriate
characters that perfectly embody their
roles. The show had major
collaborations to bring the Stranger
Things fashion to the market but the
style is much simpler than that. 

El’s (Millie Bobby Brown) character went
from hospital gowns and hand-me-downs to
punk pleather to printed button-downs and
mom jeans for the rest of summer. Nancy
Wheeler brings the girl-next-door 

With a rise in scrunchies and
braids, the show brings in a fresh
perspective to 80s infused
hairstyles. Puffy and textured hair
walked along beach-waves and
bow-cuts. Steve (Joe Keery) really
embodies the “80’s boy with the
good hair”. Billy (Dacre
Montgomery) and Max (Sadie Sink)
bring California casual to Hawkins
with the classic White tank top
with denim-on-denim, beachy hair
and fun stripes. Bomber jackets,
stripped and ringer tees, Floral
prints and denim-on-denim help
trap the grungy and the Disco that
truly represent the ‘80s.

Model: Aqila Kumar



OCEAN TONES

An 80’s inspired look is very easy to emulate. For an
everyday summer look, pair a dark polo t-shirt with
light khaki shorts. Just throw on loafers and a pair of
sunglasses for a day out to the park. Summer colours
and ocean-inspired tones can bring Italy right into
your mirror at the very least. he abstract printed
Shirt in the final scene, worn by Elio is an eyecatcher,
a bold shirt that’s perfect for vacation dinners, or for
a dreamy coffee date.

DIYWhile Elio’s shirt came straight from an
Italian boutique, it can easily be made at
home. All you need is a white cotton or
linen shirt, fabric paint, a sheet of paper
and a paint sponge. First, first print out
the faces onto a sheet of paper and cut
out the outline of the design leaving
behind the white spaces. Next, grab your
choice of colour and apply it onto the
sponge. Place the sheet on top of the
fabric and blot away with the sponge to
reveal your design. Modify the straight-
cut arms to bell-sleeves for a billowy and
dramatic effect.

An artistic masterpiece set in an
endless Italian summer, this
movie explores the sexuality and
drama of teenagers in the
summer of 1983.The movie is
very pleasing to watch, with its
pastel colour palette and
delicate cinematography, the
wardrobe is just an extension of
this visual journey.
Inspired by Italian fashion that
focuses on comfort and style
equally, light blue button-down,
denim and khaki shorts and
polo tees are the staples worn by
Elio (Timothée Chalamet) and
Oliver (Armie Hammer)
throughout the summer. The
movie popularised loose-fitting
clothes and free-flowing
silhouettes on a typically
masculine frame and brought on
a resurgence of Men’s fashion
reminiscent of the 80’s.
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This HBO Drama is the American adaptation of the
Israeli show and explores the lives of troubled
teenagers in a small town. It openly explores

sexuality, identity and drug use through the eyes of a
teenager. This show brought out a unique sense of

style in each of its characters and is a playground for
experimental make-up. It intricately linked each

character with a style that visually represented the
characters attitudes and self-expression. Whether it

be the cheerleaders at the field or prom night, the
show sparked a trend in make-up and brought in a

glittery disco-infused theme that showcased the
eyes. Glitter and gloss were used all over the face
with a soft touch that spoke volumes once paired
with the outfit. One of my favourite looks was the

subtle-yet eye-catching neon eyeliner worn by Jules
when she goes for a weekend tryst in the city.

Use Econyl (a sustainable fabric made of recycled
polyester) for the figure-hugging element this outfit

requires and you can modify the size of the cutouts to
your preference. Pair with a lacy black bralette,
winged eyeliner and a deep red lipstick and you 

    have a DIY version of Maddy’s     
                                  risqué outfit.

This show has a little something for
everybody for all occasions, from Rue’s

(Zendaya) Maroon Jumpsuit with cutouts
that capture her street-inspired style, Kat’s
(Barbie) S&M themed daily wear and Jules’

LITTLE BIT OF 

EVERYTHING

(Barbie) S&M themed daily wear
and Jules’ (Hunter Schafer) Sailor
Moon aesthetic, the show explored

different styles through its
characters.

"With bold
colours and a
body-hugging
silhouette that
influenced the
plot itself was
Maddy’s (Alexa
Demie) Purple

two-piece
ensemble she

wore to the
            carnival."

Model: Meghna Madadi



DO BOUGIE AND BUDGET REALLY GO TOGETHER?

This show focuses on a Texan oil family who depict the
American Rich and their antics. Starring Elizabeth Gilles
as Fallon Carrington, the show also exposes the
underlying corruption and exploitation that hides
behind the wealth. True to their fortune, the characters
don on designer wear and expensive 
jewellery throughout the show. Whether they’re 
on vacation, or at a black-tie event, the characters 
always look sophisticated and ready 
to talk business. With fashion being 
so versatile now, looking bougie on 
a budget has never been easier!

To begin with, natural fabrics always 
exude class and sophistication so 
organic linen, wool and silk raise the
bar almost instantly. They are also 
highly sustainable and eco-friendly. 
They require a little more care to protect 
them, but their long life makes up for 
all the effort put into taking care of them.

Clothes that fit you right makes you look
put together and getting your formal wear
fitted properly is the right step forward.

Nothing says uptight better thanNothing says uptight better than
the characters in Dynasty.the characters in Dynasty.  
Animal print bodycon dresses,Animal print bodycon dresses,
neutral coloured blazers, silkneutral coloured blazers, silk
blouses, trench coats, printedblouses, trench coats, printed
shirts and cardigans- it isshirts and cardigans- it is
everything we can and can noteverything we can and can not
think of.think of.  
Looking good makes you feelLooking good makes you feel
good, and that energy willgood, and that energy will
automatically help you pushautomatically help you push
through the day and feel better.through the day and feel better.

Bougie

but 

minimalism

LESS IS
 MORE

STREET WEAR
 ALWAYS 
DOES THE 
JOB

Even street-wear
that fits you well
can make you look
expensive and
more confident.
When it comes to
jewellery, gold,
pearls and stones
paired well to
elevate the whole
look.

A simple pair of well-
fitted sweatpants

and hoodie duo can
can be made 
      bougie with a                  

       blazer, heels 
and hoops. 

Finally, self-
confidence is 
the key to pull 
off  any outfit 
  that you’re      
 wearing.

fashion 
is nothing

elevated
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Model: Ayesha John



This movie was a childhood favourite for all and captures the Indian
family drama we all love to watch. With a dream cast and a

heartwarming story, the movie entertains you no matter how many
times you have watched it. The movie perfectly embodied the fashion

of the early 2000s, and most trends have resurfaced and grown bigger
than ever. Oversized Menswear, bell-bottoms and flared jeans and tiny

sunglasses came back with a bang. Rahul’s (Shah Rukh Khan) Black
Sherwani and grey dupatta combination is still unbeaten and exudes

charm. Similarly, Rohan (Hrithik Roshan) in his leather pants and
black tank-top won our hearts in the song “You are my Soniya”.

Crop tops,  faux fur 
lining, leather bottoms and nude
makeup, all part of her wardrobe 

the best way possible. 
Sheer and asymmetrical pieces 
were part of her basics and let’s 

not forget her backless 
looks. 

POO'S 
WARDROBE

THE HIGH END STREET WEAR

]

The infamous red
monochrome look styled
using  a red tank top and
cotton pants 

Neon ccolours are
back this

summer/spring
season; too bold

to pass unnoticed.

Although leopard printAlthough leopard print
slit skirts are beingslit skirts are being
pushed right out ofpushed right out of
2020, the carves and2020, the carves and
tanks are here to staytanks are here to stay
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This K-Drama series looks at the life of the ambitious and head-strong Park Sae-ro-yi (Park
Seo-joon), who tries to overcome all obstacles to make his dream a reality. It is deeply human
and tackles social stigma, social inequality and the imbalance of power along with friendship
and loyalty that leads to his eventual growth. The story embodies the struggles and
accomplishments of his life and all the people who were with him through the ride. With k-
fashion rising on a global scale, the characters depicted the street fashion that is highly
popular in South Korea. Asian fashion has always influenced mainstream fashion, from
kimonos to free-fitting kurtas and this show was another medium that depicted current
Korean fashion trends. Korean streetwear and elite formal wear in muted tones and darker
colours was just the starting point for the show.
From Ooh Soo-ah’s (Kwon Nara) chic office wear to Saeroyi’s signature hoodie, and Jo Yi-so’s
(Kim Da-mi) white fur coat the show had an extensive and awe-inspiring wardrobe that we
need. When it comes to streetwear, oversized outerwear is the way to go.

Pairing a simple white turtleneck with a faux fur coat
and black jeans gives a chic look instead of making you
look baggy. Leather and latex are a huge fashion staple
at the moment but an eco-friendly Muskin is a better
substitute to perfectly embody Yi-so’s tailored blazer
look or Hyeon-yi’s party pants.

An introductory
look book for K-
fashion inspired

outfits.
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Model: Nigal Gurung

Model: Trisha Kapur
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Every Suta product has a special journey as well and many of the products take weeks of dedicated work and

immense craftsmanship before they are ready. The process of weaving every saree is a celebration of centuries

of tradition and the authenticity of Indian arts and every Suta Queen who embraces Suta carries the love,

magic and beauty that truly shine through.



Hey!

(              )VICTORIA JINKS
Vegan food blogger, Victoria Jinks turns to what it really was

going from Vegetarianism to Veganism. 
"I am not going to say it was easy, because it was not. I

relapsed a few times in the beginning and I put this down to
going cold 'tofurkey'. 

I decided to not throw
away any vegan
products I had
because I didn't want
to be wasteful, so I
finished those off and
then replensihed my
fridge with vegan
options. 

no 
waste

__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
_

It's also important to
think about snacks as I
was living with a non-
vegan and hadn't
thought about this, so if I
was peckish, I would be
tempted to reach out for
something that wasn't
vegan. 

the

snacks

I would recommend making sure
you stock your cupboards with
plenty of herbs and spices to jazz
up any dish. I'm almost 100% sure
that there isn't a meal out there
that can't be veganised but still
taste great.There are subsitutes
for everything in most
supermarkets and it seems as if
its just becoming better everyday.

__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
_ Milk and

Cheese

The most sought after
substitutes aren't
really that hard to
find. I love the brand
'Oatly'. they're a
vegan oat drink
substitute for milk
and it's amazing in
coffee, cereal and tea!

T H E  S H I F T
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Vegan Chickpea
Omlette from
Victoria Jinks'
cook book



BOOK 
INBOOK 

OUT

It all starts when Yeong-hye decides to stop
eating meat. Her decision changes the course
of not only her life but the course of the
others around her. Submerge yourself in this
weird but brilliant novel and explore a new
take on the phrase, “You are what you eat”
(South Korean)

Reading diverse means
understanding perspective.
What we think is the same
across the world might be
different in individual countries
and perspective is what we
need at the moment! Here are
five books that highlight culture,
society & lifestyle from across
the world.

Embark on a journey as you explore the
richness of 1940’s Japan through the eyes
of the Geisha. With vivid descriptions on
the kimonos and different styles that the
Geisha used, read a story rich in culture,
destiny and ambition. (Japanese Culture
written by an American)

MEMOIRS OF A
GEISHA
Arthur Golden

THE VEGETARIAN
Han Kang

Hari Krishan Prasath
@theobvious.mystery
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To a man called Ove, life is simple. Lifestyle is
but a fixed routine. It’s methodical and
contributes immensely to his preferred state
of homeostasis, but change arrives in the
form of a new neighbour and her family and
drives Ove immensely towards acting in
ways he has never before. A Man called Ove
is the happiest book that I’ve read and I
recommend it immensely! (Swedish)

A MAN 
CALLED OVE
Fredrick Backman

The story follows the lives of three
generations of the Trueba family in Chile
and establishes the Karmic Cycle right from
the first sentence you read till the end. The
actions that various members of the family
carry out have their own repercussions and
are brilliantly written through multiple
narratives dispersed within the book. A read
for the ages. (Chilean)

THE HOUSE OF 
THE SPIRITS
Isabel Allende

With two separate narratives, the book
follows the lives of Tanay and Anuja as
they fall in love with the same man and is
betrayed by them. The book highlights
how homosexuals fit into/are cast away
from society while at the same time bring a
progressive take against patriarchy.
Another brilliant book I highly recommend!
(Indian)

COBALT BLUE
Sachin Kundalkar
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